
baumbaron specializes in the construction of “skyscrapers”. 
We build comfortable treehouses of creative design and in 
complete accordance with nature.

All in one
Sophisticated projects often require the input of struc-
tural engineers, in which case we collaborate with ex-
perienced partners. Quick decision making paths and 
seamless communication between everyone involved 
guarantee an excellent price-performance ratio as well 
as a strict adherence to our deadlines.

Your advantage: there will be a treehouse specialist at 
your side for the duration of the entire project.

baumbaron GmbH
Carpentry | Master operation
Ludwig-Thoma-Weg 29
83684 Tegernsee, Germany

Mobile +49 (0) 177 460 460 2
eMail info@baumbaron.de
www.baumbaron.de

Contact person
Johannes Schelle

More informations at 
www.baumbaron.de
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your specialist for treehouses



the treehouse
  … is for children a place to retreat, but at the same 
time an adventure for body, soul and spirit. To be floating 
between branches and leaves is a delight for the senses - a 
little closer to heaven.

   … is really not any different for adults. The space among 
the trees is a place of rest and relaxation, an at-home 
vacation in pure nature and a retreat away from the daily 
routine on the ground. It is a place for undisturbed work 
and a feeling of freedom. The treehouse will add another 
dimension to your life.

Feel good
A treehouse should never feel like a foreign body in its 
natural surrounding. This is why we use wood as our pri-
mary construction material. 

For the exterior we recommend using larch wood or oak. 
These types of wood might be a bit more expensive, but 
they are a lot more wind- and weather resistant com-
pared to regular construction boards. With every pro-
ject, the utmost emphasis is given to your individual ideas 
and the expectations you have of your green oasis in the 
woods. Combining these with your natural surroundings, 
we strive for unity and harmony.

We will be happy to talk with you and visit your location 
for consultation. Please feel free to call us or send an e-
mail anytime.

treehouse-variations
baumbaron knows no real boundaries. Treehouses can be 
built in a wide variety of sizes. That is why our treetop 
can be used in many ways: depending on your ideas and 
imagination for use over the clouds, you can dream of a 
private library with bar and fireplace, a romantic room, or 
a proper games room …

Of course, baumbaron can also magically produce an 
adventure-playground for kids within the tree. Round or 
with corners, oval shaped, one- or two-storied, with spiral 
staircase or hanging ladder - we are open to all ideas and  
delight in making your dreams come true. Even if there 
is no tree on your grounds to lean on, we can build your 
little house in the sky.
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